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Abstract

A singularity is described that creates a forward time loss of de-
terminacy in a two-timescale system, in the limit where the timescale
separation is large. We describe how the situation can arise in a dy-
namical system of two fast variables and three slow variables or pa-
rameters, with weakly coupling between the fast variables. A wide
set of initial conditions enters the ε-neighbourhood of the singularity,
and explodes back out of it to fill a large region of phase space, all in
finite time. The scenario has particular significance in application to
piecewise-smooth systems, where it arises in the blow up of dynamics
at a discontinuity and is followed by abrupt re-collapse of solutions to
‘hide’ the loss of determinacy, and yet leave behind a remnant of it in
the global dynamics. This constitutes a generalization of a ‘micro-slip’
phenomenon found recently in spring-coupled blocks, whereby coupled
oscillators undergo unpredictable stick-slip-stick sequences instigated
by a higher codimension form of the singularity. The indeterminacy is
localised to brief slips events, but remains evident in the indeterminate
sequencing of near-simultaneous slips of multiple blocks.

1 Introduction

The determinacy of a dynamical system — the property that the system
defines unique behaviour from a given initial state — requires it to be dif-
ferentiable at any point. This means that indeterminacy is commonplace
in piecewise-smooth (or more simply nonsmooth) systems, which suffer loss
of continuity along isolated thresholds in space that represent things like
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collisions [21, 22, 12], frictional stick-slip [9, 27, 15], electronic switching
[6, 19, 24]. Outside these traditional applications are a growing number of
others such as genetic regulation [5, 4, 2, 14, 17], and abrupt transitions in
climate modeling [3, 16, 18].

There are a number of basic ways that determinacy can be lost in a
nonsmooth system, and we can describe them with a few simple toy models.
The simplest is illustrated by the point x = 0 in the system ẋ =

√

|x| or
ẋ = 2+x/|x|, which can be shown to admit an infinity of different solutions
that each pause for a different time as they cross through the discontinuity
[8]. After this, perhaps the most important behaviour of nonsmooth systems
is called sliding or sticking, in which solutions collapse in finite time onto a
discontinuity, as in a system ẋ = −x/|x|, ẏ = 1, where solutions all collapse
onto the constrained state x = 0. Switches much like these are commonplace
in models of control and regulatory switching in electronics, mechanics, and
physiology. The converse to the last example is a system ẋ = x/|x|, where
any point on x = 0 explodes into an infinity of distinct trajectories that
may stick to x = 0 for arbitrary times before departing along the real line.
Figure 1 illustrates sticking, explosion, and a combination of the two giving
arbitrary pausing during crossing, at a discontinuity surface (shown in 2
dimensions).

Examples like these are sometimes used in courses on differential equa-
tions to illustrate poorly defined systems, and yet they do arise in appli-
cations, so it is necessary to ask how to analyze and interpret them when
they do arise, in particular what implications their indeterminacy has for a
system’s behaviour.

The indeterminable exit of states caricatured by the examples above be-
come interesting in applications because there exist so-called canard trajec-
tories that can travel from attracting to repelling regions of a discontinuity
threshold, from collapsing behaviour like ẋ = −x/|x| to explosive behaviour
like ẋ = −x/|x|, as the solution x(t) = 0, y(t) = t, does in the system
ẋ = yx/|x|, ẏ = 1. An example of a canard in a nonsmooth system is shown
in fig. 1.

A new mechanism of indeterminacy was discovered more recently in [25]
in the context of coupled dry-friction oscillators. The phenomenon is a
localised loss of determinism that is rapidly followed by re-collapse to deter-
ministic evolution. In the mechanical oscillator this manifests as micro-slip
of the coupled oscillators, a small ‘shuffling’ of the oscillators in an inter-
minable ordering prior to the ensuing of macroscopic slip. The effect is
highly localized, and yet the brief loss of determinism can have global ef-
fects, both in the macroscopic motions of the oscillators and the forces they
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Figure 1: Basic mechanisms of indeterminacy in nonsmooth system. For the
simple mechanisms of sticking, explosions, crossing, and canards, we sketch the
toy models described in the text ẋ = ...x/|x|..., along with ẏ = 1 for illustration.
For micro-slip we show a schematic of the scenario studied in this paper (the
scenario in [25] re-collapses to one outgoing trajectory instead of two). For each
example one of the many possible solutions is shown bold.

experience.
The singularity underlying the indeterminacy described in [25] is some-

what degenerate, owing to the lack of coupling between the frictional forces
between simple mechanical oscillators. Here we show the form the phe-
nomenon might take in wider applications by deriving a more general local
form for the singularity, specifically one that permits weak coupling between
the main system variables (in the context of [25] this would constitute a weak
coupling between the frictional contact forces). Although an initial loss of
determinacy at the singularity is followed by a re-collapse of solutions, the
collapse may fall onto different trajectories that give distinct global out-
comes, illustrated schematically by the ‘micro-slip’ picture in fig. 1.

Consider planar variables (η1, η2) ∈ R
2, evolving according to a system

ε1η̇1 = g1(η1, η2) , (1)

ε2η̇2 = g2(η1, η2) , (2)

where ε1, ε2, are small positive constants, and g1, g2, are smooth functions.
The singularity of interest is a point (η1, η2) = (0, 0) that satisfies the
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conditions

gi(0, 0) =
∂

∂ηi
gi(0, 0) = 0 6= ∂2

∂η2i
gi(0, 0) , i = 1, 2, (3)

with either no coupling (as considered in [25]),

gi(η1, η2) = gi(ηi) , i = 1, 2, (4)

or weak coupling defined as

0 =
∂

∂η2
g1(0, 0) , (5a)

∂2

∂η2i
gi(0, 0) ≫

∂2

∂η2j
gi(0, 0) , i 6= j ∈ {1, 2}. (5b)

The conditions (3) define an equilibrium of the (η̇1, η̇2) system undergoing
a form of degenerate fold bifurcation. In the uncoupled system defined by
(4) this occurs as a two-parameter bifurcation. It was in this context that
the singularity was found in the stick-slip behaviour of a pair of frictional
oscillators in [25], in which the two parameters needed to unfold the bifurca-
tion are provided by the states of the oscillators. If coupling is allowed then
this instead constitutes a codimension four singularity, but if we impose the
weaker conditions (5) giving weak coupling, a codimension three singularity
provides similar behaviour which, despite being less degenerate, produces
more extreme global consequences. We shall study both cases here.

The right-hand side may also depend on the constants ε1, ε2, but we
need not make this explicit. The significance of ε1, ε2, is in providing fast
timescales for the dynamics of (η1, η2) in a system with slow variables x1 and
x2, say as ẋ1 = f1(x1, x2, η1, η2) and ẋ2 = f2(x1, x2, η1, η2), which we will
explore in application to multiple timescale or piecewise-smooth systems in
section 3-section 5 below.

We derive a local form for the singularity in section 2. The higher codi-
mension form of the singularity is studied in section 3, providing a brief
summary of the study from [25], before going on to study the more general
lower codimension case in section 4. In each section the singularity is stud-
ied first in the planar (η1, η2) system, and then this is considered as the fast
planar part of a two timescale system. The application to piecewise-smooth
dynamics is considered in section 5, where the singularity arises when blow-
ing up or regularizing a discontinuity. Some concluding remarks are made
in section 6.
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2 A normal form

Let us first derive a local expression for a singularity satisfying (3)-(5).
Consider ηj ∈ V and 0 ≤ εj ≪ 1 for j = 1, 2, where V is an open set such
that 0 ∈ V . Expand (1) for small η1, η2, as

ε1η̇1 = a0 − a1η1 − a2η2 − a3η
2
1 − a4η1η2 − a5η

2
2 +O

(

|η1, η2|3
)

, (6a)

ε2η̇2 = b0 − b1η1 − b2η2 − b3η
2
1 − b4η1η2 − b5η

2
2 +O

(

|η1, η2|3
)

, (6b)

about the origin. This assumes that g1 and g2 are at least three times differ-
entiable in η1 and η2. Any ε1, ε2, dependence is taken inside the coefficients
ai, bi, which may therefore be considered as ai+O (ε1, ε2) and bi+O (ε1, ε2),
without qualitatively altering the results below. Let us then try to simplify
these by reducing to only those terms needed explicitly to satisfy the con-
ditions (3).

By a simple linear transformation we can eliminate the bilinear η1η2 term
in each row of (6). The non-degeneracy conditions (i.e. the inequalities) in
(5) imply a3, b5 6= 0, and these can be scaled to a3 = b5 = 1. A simple trans-
lation places the point satisfying the conditions (3) at the origin (effectively
setting a1 = b2 = 0). Applying the weak coupling conditions (5), we have
a2 = 0 and (6) becomes

ε1η̇1 = a0 − η21 +O
(

η32, η
2
1 , η1η

2
2

)

, (7a)

ε2η̇2 = b0 − b1η1 − η22 +O
(

η31, η
2
2 , η

2
1η2
)

. (7b)

Thus we have three parameters, a0, b0, b1, and when these vanish the codi-
mension three singularity defined by (3) occurs at the origin. In an un-
coupled system described by (4), b1 vanishes and the singularity has codi-
mension two.

We will study the truncation of (7) that omits the higher order terms.
We consider only the case where ε1 and ε2 are of a similar order, so that

lim
ε1,ε2→0

ε1
ε2

= L 6= 0 (8)

for some finite L. For simplicity we therefore take ε1 = ε2, without loss of
generality, the more general case requiring only inserting a further constant
L throughout the analysis if, for example, ε = ε1 = Lε2.

The non-vanishing of the second derivatives in (3) prevent higher order
degeneracy of the singularity. The conditions in (5) imbue the singularity
with the local character of interest to us here, namely the conditions for
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indeterminacy. Replacing the ‘≫’ symbol in (5b) directly with a ‘≪’ symbol
(i.e. strong nonlinear coupling) yields a fully deterministic case, and a more
complete study of the singularity might consider the full range of behaviours,
but for brevity we restrict ourselves to the case given by (3), making only a
few more general remarks in section 6.

3 Uncoupled case and oscillator

We first study the planar (η1, η2) singularity when a0 = b0 = 0, before
looking at its significance as the fast subsystem of a two-timescale problem
with a0 and b0 replaced by slow variables.

If we set a0 = b0 = 0 in (7) and truncate the expansion to remove higher
order terms, and assume an uncoupled system (implying b1 = 0 by (4)), we
obtain

εη̇1 = −η21 , (9a)

εη̇2 = −η22 . (9b)

Clearly this consists of a pair of one-dimensional systems undergoing a
saddle-node bifurcation (or fold catastrophe), so there is little new of in-
terest to be discovered about the system itself, but it will become of interest
when coupled with slower (ε independent) dynamics. To this end we will
first show that there exist a set of orbits of (9) that exit the ε-neighbourhood
of the origin in finite time, creating set-valued exit from the singularity as
ε → 0.

Lemma 3.1. The flow of (9) exits the ε-neighbourhood of the singularity
at (η1, η2) = (0, 0) in finite time, and in doing so fills the region η1, η2 < 0.

Proof. Solutions of (9) are given by

η1(t) =
η1(0)

1 + η1(0)
t
ε

, η2(t) =
η2(0)

1 + η2(0)
t
ε

, (10)

and these lie on curves expressible as

η2(t) =
η1(t)

1− Cη1(t)
, (11)

for C = 1
η1(0)

− 1
η2(0)

∈ R. These are plotted in fig. 2. For every C ∈ R there

exists a different curve (11) passing through the singularity (η1, η2) = (0, 0),
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hence there are an infinite number of such solutions. Letting C → ±∞ we
obtain the outermost solutions of the set, lying along the half lines η1(0) =
0 > η2 and η2 = 0 > η1, and thus (11) defines a continuum of curves filling
the region η1, η2 < 0 bounded by these half-lines.

The time taken by the solutions (10) to escape from an ε-neighbourhood
of origin, say from η1 = −ε to η1(T ) ≪ −ε, is then given by solving

η1(T ) =
η1(0)

1 + η1(0)
T
ε

⇒ T = 1 +
ε

η1(T )
, (12)

hence they exit the ε-neighbourhood of the singularity in a time T ∼ 1 +
O (ε).

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
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0
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Figure 2: The flow of (9), showing how solutions exit the ε-neighbourhood of
the singularity (at Q∗) to fill the region η1, η2 < 0 in finite time.

The singularity is, of course, merely a simultaneous fold catastrophe in
each of the un-coupled one-dimensional systems in η1 and η2, and without
the small ε would not be of much interest. The significance is only realised in
the context of a system where (9) represents the fast subsystem of a higher
dimensional two-timescale system. The singularity then lies on the critical
manifold η1 = η2 = 0 in the space of the full system. It is then possible
for a the slow-fast dynamics to exponentially contract solutions into the
neighbourhood of the singularity in finite time, and from there for them
to exit in finite time, ‘exploding’ outward to fill the entire plane quadrant
η1, η2 ≤ 0.
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To illustrate this consider the system

ẋ1 = v1 +O (ε) , (13a)

ẋ2 = v2 +O (ε) , (13b)

εη̇1 = −x1 − η21 , (13c)

εη̇2 = −x2 − η22 , (13d)

which is a toy model of the singularity from [25] (more precisely, the oscil-
lator studied in [25] can be placed in this form local to the singularity by a
suitable change of xi-coordinates). In short, a one-parameter family of solu-
tions are attracted into an exponentially small (in ε) neighbourhood of the
singularity in finite time, and from there repelled to fill the region η1, η2 < 0
in finite time, making them indistinguishable in an ε-neighbourhood of the
singularity. We show this more formally as follows. For brevity we shall
neglect the O (ε) term in the slow subsystem (13a)-(13b).

Exponential contraction to the singularity in finite time is shown by the
following.

Lemma 3.2. A one-parameter family of orbits are attracted in finite time
into a neighbourhood of the singularity in (13) that is exponentially small in
ε.

Proof. The points where the fast subsystem (9b) vanishes define a two-
dimensional critical manifold of (13), given by

M =
{

(x1, x2, y1, y2) ∈ U2 × V 2 : x1 = −η21 , x2 = −η22
}

, (14)

which has an attracting branch in η1, η2 > 0 and repelling branch in η1, η2 <
0. For ε = 0 this defines an invariant set of (13). For ε > 0, by the theory of
Fenichel [7, 13], there exist invariant manifolds Mε in an ε-neighbourhood
of M away from η1 = η2 = 0 (at which M loses normal hyperbolicity).

Trajectories away from M are attracted to an ε-neighbourhood M in a
time t = O (ε), and moreover contract exponentially as they approach Mε.
Take an initial condition (x1, x2, η1, η2) = (−ξ1,−ξ2,

√
ξ1 + z1,−

√
ξ2 + z2)

with p, q > 0. The fast equations (13c)-(13d) give εżi = ξi−vit−(
√
ξi+zi)

2 =
−vit− 2zi

√
ξi +O

(

z2i
)

for i = 1, 2, with solution

zi(t) =
εvi
4ξi

− vit

2
√
ξi

+

(

zi(0) −
εvi
4ξi

)

e−2
√
ξit/ε . (15)
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This shows firstly that in a time t = O (ε) a solution will approach ex-
ponentially close to zi(t) = εvi

4ξi
− vit

2
√
ξi
, which must lie on some invariant

manifold Mε close to M. Moreover, any two such solutions with different
initial conditions zi(0) and ẑi(0), but the same xi, contract to a separation

of O
(

e−2
√
ξit/ε

)

as t increases. If the solutions are also separated in xi

space, with different initial conditions ξi and ξ̂i, they also contract, but to
a separation of

zi(t)− ẑi(t) =
1
4εvi(

1
ξ i

− 1
ξ̂i
)− 1

2vit(
1√
ξi
− 1√

ξ̂i
) +O

(

e−2
√
ξit/ε

)

= − εviξi
4X2

i
− vitξi

4X
3/2
i

+O
(

e−2
√
ξit/ε

)

(16)

expanding for large Xi = ξ̂i− ξi, that is, an inverse 3/2 power of their initial
separation.

Having contracted exponentially towards a manifoldMε, again by Fenichel’s
theory, the dynamics on Mε is an ε-perturbation of (9a) with η̇1 = η̇2 = 0.
Taking again ξ1, ξ2 > 0, and initial conditions on M given by

(x1(0), x2(0), η1(0), η2(0)) =
(

−ξ1,−ξ2,−ξ21 ,−ξ22
)

, (17)

let us fix ξ2 = ξ1v2/v1. The solution through this point, namely

(x1(t), x2(t), η1(t), η2(t)) =
(

v1t− ξ1, v2t− ξ2,

− (v1t− ξ1)
2,−(v2t− ξ2)

2
)

, (18)

evolves in time t = ξ1/v1 to the singularity, that is to

(x1(ξ1/v1), x2(ξ1/v1), η1(ξ1/v1), η2(ξ1/v1)) = (0, 0, 0, 0) . (19)

As we showed, there exist a one-parameter (ξ1) family of trajectories that
contract exponentially towards such an orbit, and therefore arrive within
an exponentially small neighbourhood of the singularity in this time (and
further orbits separated in xi space which contract to an inverse 3/2 power
of their initial separation of such a trajectory).

Exit from the neighbourhood of singularity occurs in finite time, explod-
ing to fill the region η1, η2 < 0, as is shown by the following.

Lemma 3.3. Orbits with initial conditions in an ε-neighbourhood of the sin-
gularity in the region η1, η2 < 0, lie an order 1 distance from the singularity
after a time t = O

(

ε2/3
)

.
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Proof. To consider how solutions exit the singularity, we can first write the
solutions to the full system (13) as

xi(t) = −ξi + vit+O (ε) , (20a)

ηi(t) = −(εvi)
1/3Bi′(si) + ciAi

′(si)

Bi(si) + ciAi(si)
, (20b)

where, letting ηi(0) = ηi0,

si = − tv
1/3
i

ε2/3
, ci =

√
3

(2/3)!
(1/3)! (3εvi)

1/3 + ηi0
(2/3)!
(1/3)! (3εvi)

1/3 − ηi0
. (21)

For t ≪ ε2/3/v
1/3
i (small si) we can expand this as

xi(t) = −ξi + vit+O (ε) , (22a)

ηi(t) = −(εvi)
1/3

[3
1/6

(
1
3 )!

+ s2

2.31/6(
2
3 )!

] + ci[− 1

31/3(
1
3 )!

+ s2

2.32/3(
2
3 )!

]

[3
1/6s

(
1
3 )!

+ 1

31/6(
2
3 )!

] + ci[− s

31/3(
1
3 )!

+ 1

32/3(
2
3 )!

]
+O

(

ε1/3s3
)

= −(εvi)
1/3 di +

1
2s

2
i

1 + disi
+O

(

ε1/3s3
)

, di =
31/3(2/3)!(1− ci√

3
)

(1/3)!(1+
ci√
3
)

. (22b)

Note there exists an orbit that passes through the singularity, given by
letting ηi0 = 0, which gives ci =

√
3 above, and leaves us with

xi(t) = −ξi + vit+O (ε) , (23a)

ηi(t) = −vit
2

2ε
+O

(

ε0
)

, (23b)

so in a time t = O (
√
ε) this solution passes escapes to an order one distance

from the singularity. We are interested, however, in orbits that begin close
to this near the singularity.

Let us find the time taken to reach or escape from an initial coordi-
nate ηi0 < 0 in the ε-neighbourhood of the singularity, that is ηi0 = O (ε).
Expanding (21) for small ηi0 we have

ci =
√
3



1 + 2
ηi0

(2/3)!
(1/3)! (3εvi)

1/3



+O
(

(ηi0/ε
1/3)2

)

, (24)
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which in (22) (i.e. assuming t = O (ε)) gives d = − ηi0
(εvi)1/3

+O
(

(ηi0/ε
1/3)2

)

,

and hence

xi(t) = −ξi + vit+O (ε) , (25a)

ηi(t) = −(εvi)
1/3
(

d+ 1
2s

2
)

(1− ds) +O
(

d2, ε1/3s3
)

=

(

ηi0 +
t2vi
2ε

)

+O
(

η2i0/ε
1/3, ε

)

, (25b)

which is also of order ε (recalling that we have assumed here the orders
t ∼ ηi0 ∼ ε).

Now, the solutions ηi(t) as given by (20) exhibit finite time blow-up. We
can locate this using the large si asymptotics (even though si will turn out
to be of zero order in ε). Expanding (11) for large negative si gives

xi(t) = −ξi + vit+O (ε) , (26a)

ηi(t) = (εvi)
1/3√−si

Ti − 7
48 (−si)

−3/2

1− 5
48 (−si)−3/2Ti

=
3
2ε
√
t∗

t3/2 − t
3/2
∗

+O
(

C2
i ,

1
ε (t

3/2 − t
3/2
∗ )0

)

=
ε

t− t∗
+O

(

ε(t− ts)
0, ε2

)

(26b)

where

Ti = tan(θi − π
4 − 2

3 (−si)
3/2) (27)

θi = arctan ci (28)

and

Ci = cot(θi − π
4 − 2

3(−si∗)
3/2) = 5

48 (−si∗)
−3/2 . (29)

Thus in a time t = t∗ + O (ε) a solution reaches an order 1 distance from
the singularity. (We note the expansion above is valid with the ‘large si’
asymptotics being essentially for large si∗ or t∗). The time t∗ is found by
considering that, from (29), si∗ is the solution of a transcendental equation
independent of ε, so si∗ is order one, implying t∗ ∼ −ε2/3si∗ = O

(

ε2/3
)

, or

t = t∗ +O (ε) = O
(

ε2/3
)

+O (ε).
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Thus a combination of slow and fast dynamics bring a one-parameter
family of orbits to the ε-neighbourhood of the singularity in finite time,
from which they explode outward in ε2/3 time, giving indeterminacy in the
limit ε → 0.

In section 5 we will go a step further and embed this slow-fast system
inside the switching layer of a piecewise-smooth system, similar to the con-
text it first arose in [25], which constitutes a class of systems where ε = 0
exactly.

4 Weakly coupled case

Similar to the previous section, here we first study the planar (η1, η2) sin-
gularity when a0 = b0 = 0, before moving on to its role in a two-timescale
problem with a0 and b0 replaced by slow variables.

Setting a0 = b0 = 0 6= b1 in (7) and truncating to omit the higher order
terms, we have

εη̇1 = −η21 , (30a)

εη̇2 = −b1η1 − η22 , (30b)

in which the η1-η2 equations are weakly coupled. Although this is less de-
generate than (9), a similar singularity persists, and as we shall see, this in
fact has more extreme global consequences than we saw in section 3.

We begin by establishing, similarly to the previous section, that there
exist a set of orbits of (30) that exit the ε-neighbourhood of the origin in
finite time, creating set-valued exit from the singularity as ε → 0.

Lemma 4.1. The flow of (30) exits the ε-neighbourhood of the singularity
at (η1, η2) = (0, 0) in finite time, and in doing so fills the region η2 ≤
η0,∞2 (η1) ≤ 0, where η0,∞2 (η1) is a function to be defined.

Proof. The equation (30a) for the dynamics of η1 is the same as that of the
uncoupled system (9a), with solution

η1(t) =
η1(0)

1 + η1(0)
t
ε

. (31)

Thus the finite time escape from an ε-neighbourhood of the singularity fol-
lows by lemma 3.1. It remains to show what region of the plane is filled by
the flow from this neighbourhood.
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Solutions for η2 can be found in terms of η1 by solving

dη2
dη1

=
η̇2
η̇1

=
b1η1 + η22

η21
. (32)

For η1 > 0 the solution is best written in terms of Bessel functions,

η2 =
η1
2

(

1 +
w

2

Y2(w) − Y0(w)− cJ2(w) + cJ0(w)

cJ1(w) − Y1(w)

)

, (33)

where w = 2
√

b1/η1 and c ∈ R. We give this only for information, however,
as we are concerned primarily with η1 < 0, for which a more convenient
form is in terms of modified Bessel functions,

η2 =
η1
2

(

1− w

2

cK2(w) + cK0(w) − I2(w) − I0(w)

cK1(w) + I1(w)

)

, (34)

re-defining w = 2
√

−b1/η1. The constant c ∈ R can be written as

c =
I2(2

√
b1) + 1+2d√

b1
I1(2

√
b1) + I0(2

√
b1)

K2(2
√
b1)− 1+2d√

b1
K1(2

√
b1) +K0(2

√
b1)

, (35)

where d is the value of η2 when η1 = −1. These solutions are plotted in
fig. 3(left), and show a set of trajectories exiting the singularity into η1 < 0.

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

Figure 3: Plot of the geometry of (30), showing the local flow field, the nullcline
of the vertical vector field (thick curve), a number of solutions exiting the origin,
and the curves η0,∞ bounding those exit solutions (thick dashed curves). Left:
exact using (34) and the exact expression from (40); right: asymptotics using
(38) and the approximation from (40) neglecting order w−2 terms.
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For b1 = 0 we recover the solutions of (9). For b1 non-zero we can
approximate the solutions (34) for η1 close to zero by expanding the Bessel
functions for large argument w. The expansions to second order (see e.g.
[1]) can be collected together concisely as




I0(w) K0(w)
I1(w) K1(w)
I2(w) K2(w)



 =
1√
2w





1 1/8w
1 −3/8w
1 −15/8w





(

1 1
1 −1

)

(

ew√
π

0

0
√
π

ew

)

+O
(

w−5/2
)

.

(36)

Substituting these into (34) and re-arranging we obtain

η2 =
2b1
w

cπe−2w(1− 1
8w )− (1 + 1

8w ) +O
(

w−2
)

cπe−2w(1 + 3
8w ) + (1− 3

8w ) +O (w−2)
. (37)

This order of approximation is necessary to produce the flow in fig. 3(right),
but the behaviour local to the singularity is given by the approximation

η2 = −2b1
w

(

1 + 1
8w − 2πce−2w

)

+O
(

w−3, e−4w, w−2e−2w
)

= η1
16 −

√

−b1η1

(

1− 2πce−4/
√
−η1
)

+O
(

η
3/2
1 , e−8/

√
−η1 , η1e

−4/
√
−η1
)

.

(38)

These define a continuum of curves in the (η1, η2) plane, such that for every
c ∈ R there exists a curve passing through the singularity at (0, 0).

To find the region of the plane filled by these solutions, observe that in
η1 < 0 they have separatrices where c = 0 and c → ∞, given by

η2 =
η1
2

(

1 +
w

2

I2(w) + I0(w)

I1(w)

)

, (39a)

η2 =
η1
2

(

1− w

2

K2(w) +K0(w)

K1(w)

)

, (39b)

respectively. Substituting in w = 2
√

−b1/η1 we define these asymptotic

expressions as functions η
(0)
2 (η1) and η

(∞)
2 (η1), respectively. These curves

bound a region in which trajectories remain bounded in λ2 for finite λ1,
from the region outside them where trajectories pass through λ2 → ±∞ at
finite value of λ1. For large w we have

η
(0)
2 (η1) =

2b1
−w

1 + 1
8w +O

(

w−2
)

1− 3
8w +O (w−2)

, w = 2
√

−b1/η1 , (40a)

η
(∞)
2 (η1) =

2b1
w

1− 1
8w +O

(

w−2
)

1 + 3
8w +O (w−2)

, w = 2
√

−b1/η1 . (40b)
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The exact and asymptotic curves are plotted in fig. 3.
The values of d corresponding to these separatrix values c = 0 and c → ∞

are some d = d− and d = d+, respectively, where

d± = −1
2 ±

√
b1
2

K2(2
√
b1) +K0(2

√
b1)

K1(2
√
b1)

≈
√

b1
1∓ 1

16
√
b1

1± 3
16

√
b1

. (41)

The solution curves in fig. 3 illustrate the set of solutions issuing from
η1 = η2 = 0, generated by varying c.

Note the geometrical interpretation of the constants C and c in the
solutions at the codimension 4 and 3 singularities, (11) and (33). In (11) all
solutions exit η1 = η2 = 0 with the same gradient, dη2

dη1
= (1 − Cη1)

−2 → 1

as η1 → 0, and are distinguishable only in their second derivative, dη2
dη1

=

2C(1− Cη1)
−3 → 2C as η1 → 0. In (11) all solutions exit η1 = η2 = 0 with

the same infinite gradient, in the form of a square root singularity (38), and
the constant c relates to the higher order curvature again, though it cannot

be extracted directly from the second derivative d2η2
dη2

1

, but by differentiating

instead (−η1)
5/2η2, giving

c =
e4
√

−b1/η1

8π
√
b1

d2

dη21
[(−η1)

5/2η2] .

Similar to (13) in the previous section we may now consider this as part
of a slow-fast system

ẋ1 = v1 +O (ε) , (42a)

ẋ2 = v2 +O (ε) , (42b)

εη̇1 = −x1 − η21 , (42c)

εη̇2 = −x2 − b1η1 − η22 . (42d)

Solutions are not as easy to obtain as for (13), but the two-timescale (x1, η1)
subsystem is just the same as in (13), and therefore from lemma 3.2 and
lemma 3.3 we immediately have the following.

Lemma 4.2. A one-parameter family of orbits are attracted in finite time
into a neighbourhood of the singularity in (42) that is exponentially small in
ε.
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Lemma 4.3. Orbits with initial conditions in an ε-neighbourhood of the sin-
gularity in the region η1, η2 < 0, lie an order 1 distance from the singularity
after a time t = O

(

ε2/3
)

.

So as in section 3 we see that exit from an ε-neighbourhood of the singu-
larity occurs in finite time, and in this case fills (approximately) the region
η2 ≤ η0,∞2 (η1) as defined in lemma 4.1. The region filled by orbits leaving the
singularity is therefore, as seen in fig. 3, larger than that of the more degen-
erate singularity in fig. 2. Thus the indeterminacy is, perhaps surprisingly,
worse in a sense for this less degenerate scenario. The consequences of this
are perhaps best illustrated in the original setting where these singularities
were found, that of piecewise-smooth dynamical systems.

5 Embedding in a piecewise-smooth system

The singularities studied above arose originally in studying a system of or-
dinary differential equations with discontinuities along certain thresholds
where the quantities η1, η2, jump in value, and the systems (13) or (42)
arise in resolving dynamics at the discontinuity.

Most generally, consider a system of the form

ẋi = fi(x,y;λ1, λ2) , i = 1, 2, 3, (43a)

ẏ1 = g1(x,y;λ1, λ2) , (43b)

ẏ2 = g2(x,y;λ1, λ2) , (43c)

in terms of variables x = (x1, x2, x3) and y = (y1, y2), and discontinu-
ous quantities known as switching multipliers defined as λ1 = sign(y1) and
λ2 = sign(y2). In different applications, switching multipliers are used to
model discontinuous physical properties such as Coulomb forces in friction
or contact forces in collisions, or switches in electronic, mechanical, or bio-
logical control systems.

The equations (43) as stated are not well defined at the discontinuity
thresholds y1 = 0 and y2 = 0. The dynamics there can be found by blowing
up the thresholds, which entails letting yi = ελi for |yi| ≤ ε and |λi| ≤ 1,
for some small parameter ε ≥ 0. The interval λi ∈ [−1,+1] constitutes the
blow up of the infinitesimal interval yi ∈ ε[−1,+1] as ε → 0.

This blow up of the discontinuities can be performed on each of the
thresholds y1 = 0 and y2 = 0 separately. The singularities described above
arise at the intersection of these, at y1 = y2 = 0, where blowing up (43) (i.e.
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substituting in y1 = ελ1 and y2 = ελ2 for ε → 0), gives

ẋi = fi(x,0;λ1, λ2) +O (ε) , i = 1, 2, 3, (44a)

ελ̇1 = g1(x,0;λ1, λ2) +O (ε) , (44b)

ελ̇2 = g2(x,0;λ1, λ2) +O (ε) . (44c)

We have again taken the same small constants ε for the η1 and η2 dynam-
ics but could easily take different constants ε1 and ε2 if the timescales of
switching in λ1 and λ2 are not exactly equal.

The dynamics of (44) is studied on the switching layer, defined as

(x1, x2, x3) ∈ R
3 , (λ1, λ2) ∈ [−1,+1]2 .

Let us then assume that there exists a point on this layer, at (x1, x2, x3) =
(0, 0, 0) and (λ1, λ2) = (λ∗

1, λ
∗
2), at which lies the singularity defined in (3),

using local layer variables

η1 = λ1 − λ∗
1 , η2 = λ2 − λ∗

2 . (45)

Then using section 2 we can expand (44) about the origin in (x1, x2, x3, η1, η2)
coordinates as

ẋi = fi0 +O (x,η, ε1, ε2) , i = 1, 2, 3, (46a)

εη̇1 = a0(x,0)− a2(x,0)η2 − η21 +O1 , (46b)

εη̇2 = b0(x,0)− b1(x,0)η1 − η22 +O2 , (46c)

for some constants fi0, and higher order corrections

O1 = O
(

η31 , η
2
2 , η1η

2
2 , xiη

2
j , ε1, ε2

)

O2 = O
(

η21 , η
3
2 , η1η

2
2 , xiη

2
j , ε1, ε2

)







, (46d)

having taken xi coordinates such that

a0(0,0) = b0(0,0) = a2(0,0) = 0 . (47)

We take three dimensions in x so that the singularity (3) can occur
generically in the overall n ≥ 5 dimensional system. That is, generically
there can exist a point on the intersection of the discontinuity thresholds,
y1 = y2 = 0, at which (47) is satisfied.
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5.1 A mechanical prototype

To set up a definite example system let us assume that the y1, y2, are ve-
locities of mechanical states with displacement x1, x2. This is the situation
in the original friction problem from [25], with yi = ẋi − vi describing the
velocities of two spring-coupled blocks, relative to the speed vi of some mov-
ing surface on which they have frictional contact. The discontinuity of the
Coulomb dry-friction force between each block and the surface is then rep-
resented by a switching multiplier λj = sign(yj), and then a local variable
ηj = λj − λ∗

j is taken about the singularity (3) as described from (43) to
(45) above.

Although in [25] the (y1, y2) dynamics was coupled via springs (via de-
pendence on xi), there was no coupling of the fast ηi dynamics (a1 = b1 = 0).
Let us relax this to allow weak coupling with b1 6= 0, and include mechani-
cal damping (a yi dependence in each ẏi equation). Let x3 be constant for
simplicity. Then we obtain a perturbation of the friction oscillator

ẋi = vi + yi , i = 1, 2, (48a)

ẋ3 = 0 , (48b)

ẏ1 = a0(x,y) − a2(x,y)η2 − η21 , (48c)

ẏ2 = b0(x,y) − b1(x,y)η1 − η22 , (48d)

in terms of switching multipliers λ1 = sign(y1), λ2 = sign(y2), with coordi-
nates chosen such that

a0(0,0) = b0(0,0) = a2(0,0) = 0 , (49)

with weak frictional coupling via b1. We can now re-define the xi coordinates
such that

a0(x,0) = −x1 , b0(x,0) = −x2 , a2(x,0) = x3 . (50)

For simplicity let us assume this does not change the equations (48), and
since b1 does not vanish at the singularity let us take b1(x1, x2, 0) = b1 as
a constant, and assume 0 ≤ b1 < 1 (the case b1 < 0 is similar under a
reflection in coordinate axes). Similarly we take vi > 0. For this example
we omit any higher order corrections to (48).

The dynamics of (48) is at first glance fairly simple, as intended, and
as illustrated in fig. 4. In the vicinity of the singularity we have simply
ẏ1, ẏ2 < 0 in the slipping modes, that is in y1 6= 0, y2 6= 0. Thus, ultimately,
any initial conditions with the blocks having positive velocities y1 > 0 or
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y2 > 0, will eventually lead to negative velocities (relative to the surface
on which they sit). As each block changes direction it may experience an
episode of sticking on its respective threshold y1 = 0, or y2 = 0.

x1,2,3

y1

y2

 .
y1=−x1−x3−1
 .
y2=−x2−b1−1

 .
y1=−x1−x3−1
 .
y2=−x2+b1−1

 .
y1=−x1+x3−1
 .
y2=−x2+b1−1

 .
y1=−x1+x3−1
 .
y2=−x2−b1−1

y2=0

y1=0

Figure 4: A representation of the system (48) relative to the sticking thresholds
y1 = 0, y2 = 0, (with the xi coordinates placed along a third ‘axis’).

It is in these sticking modes that the dynamics becomes interesting, in
particular when both blocks stick simultaneously, i.e. when solutions pass
through y1 = y2 = 0. Because there are large regions of y1 = y2 = 0 for
x1, x2, x3 < 0 where the righthand of (48) pushes solutions onto y1 = 0 and
y2 = 0 in finite time, there exists a large (i.e. non-zero measure) volume of
orbits that evolve into this state.

The presence of the singularity in this system then means that trajecto-
ries exist that pass through the origin in the sticking state on y1 = y2 = 0,
and then explode into infinitely many possible trajectories as one of the yjs
becomes nonzero (i.e. leave the sticking state). For b1 = 0 these immedi-
ately then collapse down to an O (ε) set of values, so the indeterminacy is
fleeting, but for b1 6= 0 the indeterminacy persists, as the exiting trajecto-
ries fill a region of the phase plane in their continued, thereon deterministic,
evolution. This is shown as follows.

The state y1 = 0 corresponds to sticking of one block to the surface,
the state y2 = 0 to sticking of the other block. Let us first look at the
simultaneous sticking state y1 = y2 = 0.
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The switching layer system for (48) on y1 = y2 = 0 is

ẋi = vi +O (ε) , i = 1, 2, (51a)

ẋ3 = 0 , (51b)

εη̇1 = −x1 − x3η2 − η21 , (51c)

εη̇2 = −x2 − b1η1 − η22 . (51d)

The fast (η1, η2) subsystem is clearly (42). Lemma 4.2 therefore tells us that
a subset of trajectories in the system evolve into an ε-neighbourhood of the
singularity in finite time by tending towards a trajectory

(x1(t), x2(t), x3(t), y1(t), y2(t)) =

(

v1t, v2t, 0,
√
−x1t,

√

−v2t− b1
√
−x1t

)

,

(52)

for t < 0, which enters the singularity at time t = 0.
Lemma 4.3 then says these solutions are expelled from the ε-neighbourhood

of the singularity in finite time, along the trajectories (34) (or asymptoti-
cally (38)) into the region η2 ≤ η0,∞2 (η1), which more than fills the quadrant
η1, η2 < 0 as shown in fig. 3.

These solutions evolve until they reach sufficiently small η1, η2, that they
leave the layer, i.e. that they leave the sticking mode and slip into y1, y2 < 0.
This happens at λ1, λ2 = −1, corresponding to η1 = −1− λ∗

1, η1 = −1−λ∗
1.

We have then to ask how the two blocks leave the simultaneous sticking
state. Which block leaves sticking first depends on which boundary of the
layer (λ1, λ2) ∈ [−1,+1] × [−1,+1] the solution leaves by.

If a solution reaches λ2 = −1 then the first block leaves sticking and
evolves into y2 < 0, with the second block still in sticking such that we still
have y1 = 0 λ1 ∈ [−1,+1]. To find the dynamics on y1 = 0, specifically on
y1 = 0 > y2 since ẏ2 is negative near the singularity, we substitute y1 = ελ1

for λ1 ∈ [−1,+1] into (48), to blow up just the threshold y1 = 0 and so
obtain

ẋi = vi , (53a)

εη̇1 = −x1 − x3 − η21 , (53b)

ẏ2 = −x2 − b1η1 − 1 . (53c)

Since xi is strictly increasing from xi = 0 at the singularity, we have
x1, x2, x3 > 0. This implies that η̇1 < 0 in (53), so on y1 = 0 there is
no sliding, and all trajectories in this region cross the discontinuity thresh-
old from positive to negative y1. For those solutions exiting the singularity
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from y2 = 0, they likewise evolve towards y1 < 0. The fastness of the y2 dy-
namics collapses these trajectories into an ε-neighbourhood of y1 = y2 = 0,
and hence to

(x1(t), x2(t), x3(t), y1(t), y2(t)) =
(

v1t, v2t, 0,−1
2v1t

2 − t,−1
2v2t

2 + (b1 − 1)t
)

+O
(

ε2/3
)

,

(54)

in the system on y1, y2 < 0,

ẋi = vi , (55a)

ẏ1 = −x1 − x3 − 1 , (55b)

ẏ2 = −x2 + b1 − 1 . (55c)

This situation is as described in considerable more depth in [25] for the
uncoupled dry friction oscillator.

If a solution reaches λ1 = −1 then something rather different happens,
as the weak coupling ensures that the indeterminacy from the singularity
persists. The first block leaves sticking and evolves into y1 < 0, with the
second block still in sticking such that λ2 ∈ [−1,+1]. Similar to above we
must find the dynamics on y2 = 0, specifically on y2 = 0 > y1 since again ẏ1
is negative near the singularity. We substitute y2 = ελ2 for λ2 ∈ [−1,+1]
into (48), which blows up the threshold y2 = 0, and we obtain sticking
motion of the second block while the first block slips, given by

ẋi = vi , (56a)

ẏ1 = −x1 − x3η2 − 1 , (56b)

εη̇2 = −x2 + b1 − η22 . (56c)

There is now a sliding mode in this system, given by the set
{

(x, y1, η2) ∈ R
2 × [−1,+1]× R : x2 = b1 − η22

}

, (57)

where the second block continues to stick, either along a trajectory

(x1(t), x2(t), x3(t), y1(t), y2(t)) =

(

v1t, v2t, v3t,−1
2v1t

2 − t,+
√

b1 − 1
2v2t

)

+O
(

ε2/3
)

,

(58)

which is attracting, or along a trajectory

(x1(t), x2(t), x3(t), y1(t), y2(t)) =

(

v1t, v2t, v3t,−1
2v1t

2 − t,−
√

b1 − 1
2v2t

)

+O
(

ε2/3
)

,

(59)
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(0,0,0,0)

x1,2,3
(52)

(53)

y1

y2 x1,2,3

λ1

λ2 λ2

λ1

Figure 5: A sketch of the system (48), schematically tracing out a set-valued
solution exiting from the singularity in the layer on (λ1, λ2) ∈ [−1,+1]2, and
entering .

which is repelling, with respect to the fast η2 dynamics. These are depicted
in fig. 5.

These particular trajectories collide at a fold of the invariant manifold
(57), at t = 2b1/v2, giving a family of orbits that evolve in time t = 2b1/v2 =
O
(

ε2/3
)

towards the point

(x1(t), x2(t), x3(t), y1(t), y2(t)) =
2b1
v2

(v1, v2, v3,−b1v1/v2 − 1, 0) +O (ε) .

(60)

Noting that ẏ1 is strictly negative, given that x1, x2, x3 > 0 after exit from
the singularity, the set of trajectories issuing from the singularity are repelled
from (59). They either reach λ2 = λ∗

2+η2(t) = −1, in which case the second
block slips into y2 < 0, or they are attracted towards (58), in which case they
evolve to the point (60) before again evolving towards λ2 = λ∗

2+ η2(t) = −1
whereupon the second block slips into y2 < 0. These different solutions
now, however, can reach this boundary of the layer either adjacent to the
singularity at y1 = O (ε), or in the neighbourhood of the fold (60), and
therefore they exit into slip in a range of times 0 ≤ t ≤ 2b1/v2, over a range
of positions

0 ≤ x1 ≤ 2b1v1
v2

, 0 ≤ x2 ≤ 2b1 , x3 = 0 , (61)
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and velocities

−2b1
v2

( b1v1v2
+ 1) ≤ y1 ≤ 0 , y2 = 0 , (62)

all correct up to order ε2/3.
Thus in any case, the dynamics ends in the eventual slipping of the

blocks in y1, y2 < 0, but the determinacy breaking at the singularity results
in a whole family of trajectories entering the double sticking state at the
singularity — merely the familiar state that two oscillating blocks simulta-
neously stick — followed by evolution into slip that is indeterminable within
a substantial range of slipping times, positions, and velocities.

Letting b1 → 0, the separation between the two distinct exit sets shrinks
until forming a single family of exit solutions an order ε apart, corresponding
to the codimension 4 singularity as derived from the oscillator, in which a
microscopic burst of non-determinism re-collapses on the macroscopic scale.

5.2 Singular perturbation

It is natural to ask, when singularities like those above arise in a piecewise-
smooth system, whether they persist when the system is smoothed. In the
context of mechanics, for example, this corresponds to allowing compliant
contact between bodies.

Consider smoothing the discontinuity in ηi by replacing ηi 7→ −λ∗
i +

φi(yi/ε) in (46), where φi are smoothly (i.e. infinitely) differentiable mono-
tonic functions satisfying

φi(y/ε) = sign(y) +O (ε) if |y| ≥ ε . (63)

Substituting these directly into the system (46) on y1 = y2 = 0, and letting
ui = yi/ε, gives

ẋi = fi(x,0;η) +O (ε) , i = 1, 2, 3, (64a)

εu̇1 = a0(x,0)− a2(x,0)[−λ∗
2 + φ2(u2)]− [−λ∗

1 + φ1(u1)]
2 +O1 , (64b)

εu̇2 = b0(x,0) − b1(x,0)[−λ∗
1 + φ1(u1)]− [−λ∗

2 + φ2(u2)]
2 +O2 . (64c)

We will assume that x has been chosen such that (47) holds. This is the
equivalent of the layer system (46) but in the smoothing methodology. The
error terms, written in terms of ηi still for now, are

O1 = O
(

ε, η31 , η
2
2 , η1η

2
2 , xiη

2
j , ε1, ε2

)

O2 = O
(

ε, η21 , η
3
2 , η1η

2
2 , xiη

2
j , ε1, ε2

)







. (65)
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Define u∗i such that

φi(u
∗
i ) = λ∗

i , (66)

and let wi = ui−u∗i , then expand φi(ui) = φi(u
∗
i )+wiφ

′
i(u

∗
i )+

1
2w

2
i φ

′′
i (u

∗
i )+....

From (64) we then obtain

ẋi = fi(x,0;η) +O (ε) , i = 1, 2, 3, (67a)

εẇ1 = a0(x,0) − w2a2(x,0)φ
′
2(u

∗
2)− w2

1[φ
′
1(u

∗
1)]

2 +O1 , (67b)

εẇ2 = b0(x,0) −w1b1(x,0)φ
′
1(u

∗
1)− w2

2[φ
′
2(u

∗
2)]

2 +O2 , (67c)

and the error terms become

O1 = O
(

ε, w3
1 , w

2
2, w1w

2
2, xiw

2
j , xiw

2
2

)

O2 = O
(

ε, w2
1 , w

3
2, w1w

2
2, xiw

2
j , xiw

2
1

)







, (68)

where a2(x,0) and b1(x,0) are of order xi by (49).
Thus the smoothed system (67) exhibits the same local singularity, with a

topologically equivalent fast subsystem, to that of the nonsmooth system’s
layer dynamics (46). Lemma 4.3 applies directly to (64) by substituting
(λ1, λ2) with (u1, u2): there exists a singularity where g1 = g2 = 0 and
∂g1
∂u1

= ∂g2
∂u2

= ∂g1
∂u2

= 0 (immediately obvious from the local expression (67)),
from which the exit is indeterminate — a set-valued flow filling a wide region
in u1 < 0.

The proper treatment of this is then by singular perturbation analysis
(see e.g. [7, 13, 20] for standard methods). In short, for ε → 0 this two-
timescale system possesses a critical manifold M where g1 = g2 = 0, which
is equivalent to the sliding manifold M, and for ε > 0 there exist invariant
manifolds in the ε-neighbourhood of points where the critical manifold M
is normally hyperbolic with respect the fast (u1, u2) subsystem [10, 11].
Clearly, given the similarity of the righthand sides of (46) and (64), there
exists a singularity where (67b)-(67c) vanish, analogous to the singularity
in the nonsmooth system.

Typically the study of such singularities under perturbation to ε > 0
is highly non-trivial (see e.g. the singular perturbation of folds of critical
manifolds [26] or the regularization of the two-fold singularity in nonsmooth
systems [10, 23]), due mainly to the lack of explicit expressions for, and
potential complexity of, the invariant manifolds for ε > 0.

In this case, however, the situation is rather more simple, as the phe-
nomenon does not depend on the precise form of the invariant manifolds in
the ε-neighbourhood of M, but on the existence of the deterministic in-flow,
and set-valued out-flow, through the singularity.
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6 Closing remarks

The brief study in section 5.1 provides an example of how unpredictability
of coupled oscillators can arise due to a local indeterminacy, caused by dis-
continuity in the defining system, rather than being due to ‘complex’ global
emergence across large number of oscillators.

We looked at the singularity in a five dimensional system to illustrate
it with some generality, but five dimensions are not necessarily required to
observe the phenomenon, as constraints such as uncoupling may make it
generic in lower dimensions. In the mechanical oscillator in [25] the sin-
gularity arose generically in a four dimensional system due to the lack of
coupling between the fast subsystems. If the system is continuous in the
truncation of (48) then we have

ẏ1 = g1(y1, y2) = −η21 +O
(

η31, η
2
2 , y1, y2, x

2
i

)

, (69a)

ẏ2 = g2(y1, y2) = −η22 +O
(

η21, η
3
2 , y1, y2, x

2
i

)

, (69b)

and the singularity occurs generically in this planar system in (y1, y2) ∈
R
2, but without any sticking (since there are no xi coordinates to have

sticking motion along), and instead trajectories of the fast subsystem enter
and exit the origin in a determinacy-breaking fashion. This appears to be a
continuous system, since ẏ1 = ẏ2 = 1 for y1, y2 6= 0, but discontinuities may
still occur through terms of order η31 or η32 .

If we relax the ‘≫’ condition in (5) then the size of the set-valued flow
through the singularity shrinks, hence the effect of indeterminacy is lessened,
until it vanishes when the second derivatives are of similar order, giving a
fully deterministic system if we replace the symbol directly in (5) by ‘≪’.
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